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Solomon Telekom Company Limited
Telekom' House Mendana Avenue
P.O. Box 148 Honiara Solomon Islands
Email: sales@telekom.com.sb
Tel: (677) 21576

Fax: (677) 23642

Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers
(ICANN)
Suite 330, 4676 Admiralty Way
Marina Del Rey, California 90292 USA

Our ref. CE/INT/L 196.07

18thJuly 2007

Dear Dr Twomey,
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This letter sets out our understanding of what we (Solomon Telekom) have agreed to do
in order to demonstrate our commitment to securing and enhancing the stability and
interoperabilityof the Internet's Domain Name System (DNS) for our mutual benefit and
for the benefit of the local and global internet community.
To .this end Solomon Telekom make the following commitments to ICANN.

SolomonTelekom shall use its best endeavoursto:
a) Generate regular updates of the .sb zone data in compliance with relevant
standards as set out in paragraph c) and subject to and within the limits of
relevant national law and national public policy.
b) Operate and maintain the authoritative name servers for .sb in a stable and
secure manner, adequate to resolve names within the .sb domain by users
throughout the Internet and in compliance with relevant standards as set out
in paragraph c) and subject to and within the limits of relevant national law
and national public policy.
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C) Apply relevant standards or best current practice RFCs sponsored by the
Internet Engineering Task Force.
d) Notify ICANN, through ICANN's designated point of contact of:
1. Any change of the contact information of its administrative or technical
contact(s), and
2. Any change to the administrative and lor technical contact details about
.sb in the Authoritative-Root Database no Ic~terthan seven days after the
change becomes effective. The administrative contact for .sb will be
directly associated with Solomon Telekom (and the sbNIC) and will reside
in the Solomon Islands territory during the entire period they are
designated as such.
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SolomonTelekom shall contribute to ICANN's cost of operations in the amount of [ Nil ]
per annum. Solomon Telekom acknowledge that the ccTLD community and ICANN are
working together to obtain a formula to determine permanent and satisfactory
contributionto ICANN. While there is no agreement on a permanent solution for ccTLD
contributions to ICANN Solomon Telekom agree to review our annual contribution to
ICANN set out above. This will be done in good faith and on the anniversary of the date
of this letter, with a view to agreeing continued annual contributions by Solomon
Telekom to ICANN's cost of operations. Solomon Telekom understands that these
annual reviews will take into account all relevant circumstances.
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Solomon Telekom agrees that we may terminate our commitment to ICANN by giving
ICANN notice in writing. If Solomon Telekom does terminate its commitment to ICANN,
we agree that our obligations to ICANN under this letter shall cease. However,
Solomon Telekom acknowledges that we are to continue to perform our duties in
operating the .sb domain to the extent that is within our powers and can be reasonably
expected under the circumstances in order to maintain the stability and interoperability
of the DNS.
Solomon Telekom agrees that no breach of a commitment contained in this letter or
performance or non-performance under this letter shall give rise to any monetary liability
by either party to the other.

Solomon Telekom looks forward to a long and mutually beneficial relationship with
ICANN.
Yours sincerely
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Martyn Robinson
Chief Executive

cc.

Harry Zoleveke
Aydin Ada

Chief Technical Officer
Manager InformationSystems

